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The world of industrial print is wide. It incorporates many

markets and many applications. It can be truly ‘industrial’

manufacturing’, or it could border on to packaging and point of

sale. It could be about getting into high scale, sophisticated 3D printing, or it could

be about high fashion and trending catwalks, with direct to garment presently taking

the world by storm.

Whether functional, industrial, manufacturing, fun, promotional, or indeed trend

setting, those working within the ‘industrial’ sector all have one thing in common –

an innovative spirit. The willingness to be more creative in business and to harness

the latest technologies to do this.

This issue of IndPrint highlights not only technology, but some of those inspiring

companies that are leading from the front in the various sectors that make up that

wide industrial world. It also places a special focus on the booming world of additive

manufacturing and 3D printing – a market, according to research from ABI, that will

see shipment of technology increase ‘more than 10 times by 2030’. (See the full article

on page 28).

Check out 3D and CNC innovator Weerg on page 30. See how wide format

graphics companies are coming up with bigger and better ideas on page 24. And,

see how ‘massive’ projects come to life on page 32.

All the best for now.

Susan
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Stratasys demonstrates commitment to UK market
Stratasys has increased its commitment to the UK market through

a variety of initiatives aimed at driving the adoption of additive

manufacturing and supporting the needs of customers.

Building upon success in 2018, Stratasys has established two

locations in Cambridge and Derby. The new sites will be home 

to technical and business consultants, as well as software devel-

opers from the company’s GrabCAD software arm. The Derby

site, acting as home to Stratasys’ Strategic Consultants, is dedic-

ated to helping UK businesses implement winning AM strategies

These sites will also act as a hub for field based staff, such as

application engineers and service support. Additionally, the

company has bolstered its UK team and extended its numbers

with additional application engineers and software developers.  

‘As stated in a recent independent report, the UK is among the top five countries worldwide in terms of its adoption of additive

manufacturing,’ explained Andy Langfeld, president, EMEA, Stratasys. ‘We are therefore committed to ensuring the appropriate

support infrastructure is in place to meet the varied requirements of our UK based channel partners and customers, and properly

equip them to ensure they fully optimise the use of this technology.’

The initial few months of 2019 have continued to see Stratasys progress relationships with innovative customers across various

industries in the UK, among them, the likes of Angel Trains, AP Racing, ESG Rail, McLaren and Quadpack.

Beyond adding to its facilities and extending its UK team, Stratasys has also worked closely with some of its trusted Platinum Partners

to launch the Stratasys Academy, a number of Stratasys Authorised Training Centres across the UK. These include the services run by Tri

Tech 3D in Stoke, and Laser Lines in Oxford. These training academies are a direct result of the growing number of additive manufacturing

professionals operating in the UK and will hopefully be a key component in helping businesses to overcome the skills gaps often associated

with the technology.

Spandex launches Arlon Fusion Wrap film
Spandex has broadened its extensive wrap film
range with the introduction of Arlon Fusion
Wrap, a cost effective solution for wrap applic-
ations with simple to moderate curves requiring
short to medium term durability.

The latest innovative addition to Arlon's range
has been specially designed for vehicle wraps and
in particular for fleet work. Fusion Wrap is compatible
with eco solvent, solvent, UV cured and latex inks
and is certified for use with HP latex inks, providing
users with peace of mind that the material will
perform in line with expectations.  

Fusion Wrap is designed specifically for fast and effective installation of vehicle wraps and graphics. The new product
incorporates Arlon's Flite Technology, repositionable system based on a unique adhesive and liner combination that
allows graphics to float over a substrate until firm pressure is applied. The product also features a low profile air egress
liner and has a tinted, permanent pressure sensitive adhesive that creates enough opacity to ensure a vibrant print.

Leon Watson, general manager at Spandex, commented: ‘Fusion Wrap is an excellent addition to Arlon's existing range 
of digitally printable films. It is the perfect product for applications that don't require a 3D cast product but that demand
improved performance compared with a polymeric film. The inclusion of Flite Technology is a great advantage for customers
looking for optimal ease and speed of application.’

Fusion Wrap is available from stock through Spandex immediately, at 1.372 and 1.524 metre widths and in a variety of roll
lengths, in conjunction with the matching overlaminate, Arlon Series 3170.
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Datalase launches new website
DataLase has launched a new website at www.datalase.com to reflect its

growth strategy and development of its Photonic Printing technologies.

The website comes as DataLase gears up for an exciting 2019 with

new Photonic Printing product launches.

Mark Naples, chief sales and marketing officer, DataLase, said: ‘In

today’s digital world, a strong web presence is crucial and, with our

unique Photonic Printing solutions, it is essential that our technology

and USPs are effectively conveyed to brands and their packaging

supply chains.

‘The site’s contemporary design gives us the ideal platform to

publicise our expertise, engage with our customers and communicate the extensive benefits of using DataLase technology. This newly

designed web space is a powerful asset to our brand and aligns perfectly with our business to business to consumer communications

strategy, enabling the FMCG sector to understand the enhanced customer engagement opportunities that lie with Photonic Printing.’

DataLase specialises in the development and commercial implementation of Photonic Printing; a highly versatile technology com-

prising digital lasers working in combination with conventionally printed laser reactive coatings. Photonic Printing enables next gen-

eration consumer marketing campaigns for brands, at the same time as enhancing operational efficiency and reducing waste for the

entire supply chain.

Macsa ID UK D-5005 UV laser marking system is the

tops for beverage industry

Macsa ID UK is highlighting the suitability of its powerful D-5005 UV laser for

fast, legible and high contrast marking on the coloured plastic bottle lids

widely used across the beverage industry.

Today’s drinks bottle cap market is worth approximately €1500 million in

Europe with some 250,000 million lids manufactured annually. Protecting

against spills, leaks and tampering, the latest multifunctional bottle cap

designs increasingly feature a wide range of styles, shapes, sizes and colours.

In particular, the beverage lid colour influences the marking requirements.

It is essential to choose a laser marking system that provides high contrast, quality marking on the entire surface of the cap,

even on the inside.

Macsa ID’s powerful D-5005 UV laser applies indelible, high contrast marking on coloured plastic lids without damaging

the surface in any way. It is also capable of operating at the high speeds (up to 162 metres per minute) required by the

beverage industry. 

The D-5005 UV laser system can be easily installed and integrated into virtually any beverage production line. Alternatively,

it can be used in conjunction with Macsa ID’s range of advanced workstations for standalone applications. 

Macsa ID’s D-5005 UV laser is a DPSS model with an ideal wavelength to obtain a perfect contact when marking the

thermoformed polymers that do not usually achieve a good result with conventional laser equipment and often require

chemical additives which are often not permitted in all of the food and beverage market.

Xaar 1201 printhead delivers speed and precision for new Pixeljet 
The versatility and performance of the Xaar 1201 printhead is ensuring that the latest Pixeljet printer from Monotech Systems is delivering

the speed and precision for graphics and wide format media printing.

The Pixeljet miniRTR 6 printer can handle a broad scope of flexible media for indoor and outdoor applications.

This new printer is available in six colour and four colour plus white varnish versions, with the latter having the capability to print white in

different modes. This improves the opacity of the printed material as well as increasing colour contrast and readability. 

The Xaar 1201’s Thin Film Piezo Silicon MEMS technology is capable of jetting a range of relevant fluids (eco solvent, UV curable and

aqueous) for wide format graphics, direct to garment and textile applications. With its 1280 nozzles and capability to produce print with

an apparent resolution of over 1440 dpi, the Xaar 1201 delivers simple integration for manufacturers looking for a flexible, small four

colour, yet affordable printhead for a low cost printer.

http://www.datalase.com/
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Mühlbauer and PragmatIC announce strategic partnership delivering
innovative RFID manufacturing solutions
Mühlbauer, the proven technology supplier of RFID and smart label production and personalisation

solutions, and PragmatIC, a pioneer in ultralow cost flexible electronics, have announced their

strategic partnership to deliver solutions that support the integration of PragmatIC’s flexible

integrated circuits (FlexICs).

The companies have been working together since 2018 building on Mühlbauer’s extensive experience in inlay assembly to develop practical

solutions for high speed bonding of FlexICs. The TAL15000 is the industry benchmark system for flip chip RFID inlay production, with a

throughput of up to 13,000 inlays per hour and a global installed base of more than 300 machines.

PragmatIC recently announced its first ConnectIC products focused on HF-RFID for smart packaging applications including brand authent-

ication and grey market avoidance. The qualification of the TAL15000 for FlexIC assembly enables manufacturers to leverage their existing

installed base to deliver dramatically lower cost RFID inlays. Coupled with the incredibly thin, flexible and robust nature of FlexICs, this unlocks

the potential to extend RFID solutions into a much wider range of mass market opportunities.

‘Mühlbauer is focused on being the proven technology partner for the RFID industry,’ commented

Gerald Niklas, business development manager automation at Mühlbauer. ‘We see PragmatIC’s

innovative FlexICs as a key enabler for the adoption of RFID in mass market applications and we look

forward to continuing our collaboration to deliver robust and durable RFID products at a fraction of

current inlay costs.’

Meteor Inkjet launches revolutionary software for single pass printers 
Meteor Inkjet has launched MetCal, software that dramatically improves the print
quality of single pass systems. 
Further enhancing Meteor’s software portfolio, MetCal solves some of the biggest
challenges faced by single pass inkjet, particularly across the web.

MetCal runs Meteor’s innovative new nozzle out compensation technology and
automates the use of PrintFlat, a groundbreaking tool that creates a unique
calibration screen for each individual printer and works together with an embedded version of ScreenPro to remove
repeatable artefacts due to variations in performance within a printhead and in the stitch area between printheads. 
Clive Ayling, Meteor’s managing director, commented: ‘MetCal addresses long standing industry issues associated with single
pass printing such as single pixel streaks caused by clogged or failed nozzles, banding due to printhead stitching issues, and
streaking or mottling on various substrate types. Customers can now benefit from straightforward printer calibration and
dramatic print quality improvement, all integrated into a neat Meteor package.’
MetCal is available now for any system using Meteor electronics. 

Digitalising small production runs
In all industries, and in the pharmaceutical industry in particular, there is a strong trend towards product customisation and lean

packaging. The packaging industry must handle smaller batch sizes to ensure higher flexibility, higher demand and fast change-

over between different products or batches. Graniten Engineering, the Swedish turnkey machine supplier, specialises in technology

innovation and full scale production equipment. 

A new Digital Pad Printer has now been launched. A cooperation between Graniten and Hapa, the new printer manages market and

regulatory variability with ease.

The just in time solution is based upon a linear servo drive system which allows set up of the machine’s speed. This enables the packaging 

line to handle each incoming product individually, regardless of the characteristics of the product flow. Yet, the outgoing flow is always arranged

in an even manner and synchronised with downstream equipment thanks to a built-in buffer system.

Hapa’s flexible redcube plus printing module is integrated into the heart of the Digital Pad Printer. Its capability can be increased from single

to four spot colours, or CMYK. Printhead maintenance is fully automated, and no production time is lost to manual cleaning. Two pinning

stations are an option to fulfil colour on colour printing. The redcube plus prints at up to 60 metres per minute, with a resolution of 720 dpi.

Together with the plasma pretreatment, UV hardener and vision inspection the machine is capable of handling capacities up to 220 incoming

products per minute. 
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Easy Cut Studio adds support for HobbyCut, JinKa, Momo and Vinyl Express Panther plotters
Easy Cut Studio has launched Easy Cut Studio version 4.1.0.6, an intuitive and user friendly cutting plotter application that aims to offer you all

the necessary tools to create vinyl letterings, decals, and general signs that you can cut using your vinyl plotters. 

The latest version 4.1.0.6 of Easy Cut Studio provides support for more than 60 different vinyl cutting plotters including HobbyCut, JinKa,

PrismCut, Momo, KingCut and Vinyl Express Panther cutting plotter. Both the Mac and Windows versions have been tested to work with these

cutting machines. 

Easy Cut Studio brings all your vinyl cutting software needs into one simplified, easy to use program. Create text, shapes and freehand

graphics at any size to cut in vinyl. It includes a more robust set of signmaking tools such as image tracing, shadows, scanning, welding, text on

arch, objects on path, node editor, Rhinestone, gradient fills, transparent fills, special effects and much more. 

Koenig & Bauer Coding acquires All-Print Holding 
Koenig & Bauer Coding has significantly expanded its presence in tertiary packaging coding and in the Scandinavian marking and coding

industry with the strategic acquisition of the All-Print Group in Sweden.

With the acquisition of All-Print Holding AB, which comprises, as a majority shareholder in Svenska Allen AB and All-Print i Linköping AB, two

specialists in marking and coding technologies, Koenig & Bauer Coding extends its portfolio of print and apply technologies. 

Koenig & Bauer Coding already has a strong presence in primary and secondary packaging market, so there is a natural synergy between the

two companies. 

With Svenska Allen, it gains another experienced and well respected sales and service team.

‘With more than 30 years of experience in marking and coding applications and our strong design and distribution departments, we will

certainly contribute to and benefit from the growth path of Koenig & Bauer Coding. And so will our customers all over the world,’ stated

Magnus Folcke, CEO of All-Print Holding.

Oliver Volland, CEO of Koenig & Bauer Coding added: ‘This acquisition is of significant importance for our operations and substantially add

to the range of capabilities that we can offer our customers. We are delighted to welcome the All-Print group members in the company.

Together we can add an even wider choice of sustainable solutions to our offering.’

Printing textiles more efficiently and with
Transjet Drive 
The rapid individualisation and personalisation of fashion and home
textiles on polyester based materials using sublimation transfer is in
high market demand. With this in mind, Sappi is expanding its portfolio
of dye sublimation papers: with its silky smooth reverse side, the
Transjet Drive sublimation paper innovation enables better runnability
on digital high speed printers with a glue belt system. This smooth
printing performance increases productivity. Moreover, due to its low
grammage, Transjet Drive offers weight per unit area advantages.
The new sublimation paper is specifically designed for glue belt

printers, but is also suitable for high speed printers without this
system. Due to its specially treated reverse side, it adheres to the
printing belt without slipping and can pass through quickly. The
smooth reverse side also ensures that the paper does not stick to the
adhesive belt and that it slides away without leaving any residue on
the belt. These special properties protect the glue belt and save work steps such as cleaning or corrections during production.
With grammages of 45 and 55 g/m², Transjet Drive also offers weight advantages. 
On the surface, the paper is specially coated, so that the ink dries quickly and the final result on the textiles appears very

colour intensive. Thanks to fast drying, the webs can be rolled up again immediately after printing. Because of these prop-
erties, Transjet Drive is used especially for fashion and home textiles such as scarves, bed linen and curtains. The 55 g/m²
version is also suitable for soft signage.
All Transjet sublimation papers offer optimum cost efficiency, uniform reliability and consistent ink transfer with minimal ink

consumption. They are PE free, contain 100% recyclable pulp and are manufactured in FSC quality. 
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Komar takes Xeikon Wall Decoration Suite 
Komar photomurals are famous all
over the world. Top quality designs
and first rate photographs add a
modern touch to walls in home and
business environments alike. They 
are a permanent fixture not only in
Germany, but in numerous other
European countries, the Middle East
and many other nations around the
world. The supplier of high quality
wall designs has now decided to
expand its production by adding the
Xeikon Wall Decoration Suite with 
a Xeikon 3500 digital roll printing
system in a five colour configuration,
including coating unit and wallpaper
rewinder. The wallpaper system was installed at the production facility in Kolbermoor, Bavaria. 

Sabine Komar-Häusler, CEO at Komar Products GmbH & Co KG, confirms that this was a strategic and future oriented
decision: ‘Our customers increasingly expect personalisation and customised production. As a result, our portfolio of designs
and sizes is growing. This diversity of possibilities requires keeping as little stock as possible and instead producing orders 
on-demand. This new system enables us to do just that.’

Komar had previously produced many of its wallpaper designs using offset, supported with digital solutions from another
supplier. In order to be able to achieve faster, more flexible and more customised production, it will now not only move
sections of the existing product line to the digital system, but will also create a dedicated Xeikon collection. The plan is to
produce licence themes, such as Disney or National Geographic, digitally as well.

‘We were impressed by the vast experience Xeikon had already gained with digitally printed wallpaper over a number
of years. The Xeikon 3500 with its in line finishing units is the manufacturer’s latest development, into which all of this
experience has been incorporated. In addition, it delivers a clear advantage in terms of speed over other digital print
technologies used in interior decoration, due both to print engine speed and its complete end to end production that results
in finished rolls of wallpaper being delivered off the back end of the system,’ explained Sabine. 

The extremely fast printing speed, allowing for effective management of volumes and costs, was one of the key criteria
for Komar's decision. The simplex Xeikon 3500 digital press with speed upgrade is equipped with a chamber doctor blade
system, enabling the application of coatings with water based as well as UV varnish. In addition, Komar is able to reduce
operational steps during wallpaper production thanks to the in line finishing system. Previously, it was necessary to print and
varnish first, then cut, roll up and package. Now, the new Xeikon machine delivers a completely finished wallpaper. Thanks to
its ability to print on a wide range of substrate weights, the system is suitable for printing on stronger 150 g/m2 non-woven
materials, for which there is currently huge demand.

Axyz International announces a major rebranding initiative 
Leading supplier of high performance CNC routing and cutting solutions, Axyz International has announced a major rebranding and

restructuring initiative. It embraces a change in company name, a new corporate identity and realigned marketing strategy. Implemented by the

parent company in Canada, the rebranding programme follows acquisition of the US based waterjet cutting systems company WardJet in 2018.

This signalled Axyz International’s entry into the waterjet cutting sector and precipitated the decision to carry out a total rebranding programme. 

In consequence, the company is now trading as Axyz Automation Group, a name that recalls its inception in the 1990s when it was known as

Axyz Automation. More significantly, however, the rebrand serves as an indication of how the company has evolved over the years, with a much

expanded product offering, greater market diversification and a high receptivity of the brand by the many industries it supports.

Supporting the rebranding programme is a visually stronger and more distinctive three-dimensional logo and tagline, rendered in an equally

prominent dark blue and light blue colour combination. 
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EFI: At the hea   
EFI’s Produc�vity So�ware fits the bill for CorrBoard UK and has helped the company to redefine             
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At its heart, CorrBoard is a truly sustainable and enviro-
nmentally conscious company.

It operates out of its purpose built factory in Scun-
thorpe, manufacturing a wide selection of corrugated packaging
grades including B, C, BC, E, EB and iFlute, as well as test, Kraft,
mottled, white, Kemilite, and fully clay coated liners. In addition,
it also manufactures single face corrugated. 

The company’s Fosber Corrugator’s full ‘environmental enclo-
sure’ gives employees a clean, dust free and quiet working
environment and is responsible for a 40% better energy
efficiency than older corrugator installations in the UK. The
plant also works with ‘pallet-less’ deliveries for a five to 10%
better use of transport, with a corresponding proportional
reduction in carbon emissions. This eliminates the need to 
sort, recycle, return or scrap the damaged pallets. 

The construction of an anaerobic digester plant, which 
will consume organic waste, is imminent and will create all
the electricity and gas required to run the plant and will
effectively make CorrBoard the most environmentally effi-
cient sheet feeder in Europe. The modular design of the 
AD plant will allow output capacity to be increased as the
plant‘s production increases.

Collaboration in corrugated
Created back in 2014, CorrBoard UK Ltd is a close collabor-
ation between multiple companies. CorrBoard is an indep-
endent sheet feeder, the stakeholders of which are all strong
independent companies in their own right. 

There is a wealth of knowledge and experience of this market
within Corrboard. The business’s shareholders are eight UK based
packaging companies (Beaucrest Packaging Solutions, Challenge
Packaging, Dairi-Pak, Fencor Packaging Group, GWP Packaging
Group, Garthwest, McLaren Packaging and Swanline Print) and
VPK Packaging Group, which is a Belgium based company that
has a network of facilities in paper manufacture, corrugated and
solid board packaging across Belgium, Holland, the UK, Ireland,
France, Germany, Poland, Scandinavia and Romania. VPK bought
a 30% share in Corrboard in 2017.

Running various flute and score types also sets CorrBoard UK
apart from the competition, allowing it to provide the many
different grades of corrugated fibreboard to meet the differing
needs of its customers. 

The high spec 'fast order change' Fosber Corrugator comes with

double down-stackers for enhanced productivity and a Seemi
conveyor system, making CorrBoard UK run an extremely
efficient operation. 

At its outset, the company only serviced its business partners
with production. However, as the business grew, so did its
customer base. Working closely together with another large
manufacturer in the UK, CorrBoard is now also servicing the single
face market and provides custom and bespoke rolls to satisfy this
sector’s needs. 

Aiding productivity and quality
For some time now, CorrBoard UK has been working with CTI
(Corrugated Technologies Inc) to develop a system that includes
Plant Manager software. In the autumn of 2015, Electronics For
Imaging (EFI) acquired CTI and embedded the product portfolio
into its productivity software business unit with the goal to
create an end to end ecosystem for the corrugated market. 
The EFI Corrugated Packaging Suite concept redefines business
and production efficiency with industry leading innovation and
offers a full range of MES and business management solutions
to help corrugated manufacturers and converters reduce waste,
improve efficiency and drive productivity.

EFI's concept of Productivity Software is unique in the corr-
ugated industry and allows customers to take advantage of the
many advancements available with corrugated production man-
agement technologies and the company’s industry leading exp-
ertise in print workflow software development. The one vendor,
one system suite solves the real business needs of corrugated
companies: cost reduction, throughput optimisation and
increased profitability. 

The corrugated ecosystem has continued to evolve with the
acquisition of Escada control systems in 2016, bringing further
value to the Productivity Suite.

CorrBoard is the only EFI customer in the UK to use this
software, although to Matt Green, IT manager, it all runs as
one finely oiled machine – with a truly seamless integration
between the manufacturing modules of the system and the
business oriented Plant Manager. 

Customised system solution 
Even so, the system has been customised quite extensively 
for CorrBoard UK, due to there being an array of different
equipment running on the lines and it is far from a standard

   art of business
                 business and produc�on efficiency through truly seamless integra�on. We find out more. 
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installation. Matt Green says the developers at EFI have been
extremely helpful and knowledgeable and are able to provide
customisations whenever needed. 
‘Since EFI has taken over, there has not been much change in

the excellent support levels that we receive. However, all the
systems are patched and kept up to date and well maintained,’
he said. 
‘We have been working with the EFI system for several years,’

added Matt. ‘We switched from another WMS system as there
were a few pitfalls and functions which we required. CTI fitted
the bill perfectly and it was and still is able to service all of our
needs very well.’
CorrBoard’s reason of choice is that that the system provided

many functions which were deemed necessary for the business
to run efficiently. The system provides electronic ordering, ship-
ment planning, finance management, paper grade management
and forecasting solutions. 
Specifically, the Plant Manager module succeeds at integr-

ating and transmitting customer data into production and
flexibly assigning customised supply chain processes. 
It does so without appearing as a separate software to the

user,or in Matt’s words: ‘One of the great aspects of EFI’s
Corrugated software is that it does everything and that it has
also been possible to integrate it with some of our other

systems. Be it financial, billing, logistics, business forecasting –
you name it – there is a solution in the package.’ 
In fact, the CorrBoard IT manager is so pleased with the EFI

system that, although there are no immediate plans to upgrade
it, he has spoken briefly about setting up a testing network, 
in order to trial the new versions of the software. ‘That new
version looks very intuitive and has had a nice upgrade to the
GUI,’ he said. 

What is EFI’s Corrugated Packaging Suite?
EFI Corrugated Packaging Suite is an end to end compre-
hensive workflow for full box plants, sheet plants and
sheet feeders The Suite is comprised of a business
management solution, CBS, at it's core with a modular
selection of Manufacturing Execution Components.
Scalable and flexible, the suite grows with your business
bringing the critical functions and processes that drive a
corrugated business.
The Suite offers comprehensive solutions that help

optimise the entire business. From effective paper
management, streamlined estimating and order acquisition,
shipment planning, and quality control solutions.    

‘One of the great aspects of EFI’s Corrugated software is that it does everything
and that it has also been possible to integrate it with some of our other systems.
Be it financial, billing, logistics, business forecasting – you name it – there is
a solution in the package.’
Matt Green, IT manager Corrboard UK.

IP.



Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services. EFI, FabriVU, Fiery, the Fiery logo, and VUTEk are trademarks of  
Electronics For Imaging, Inc. and/or its wholly owned subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or certain other countries. ©2019 Electronics For Imaging, Inc. All rights reserved.

REVOLUTIONISING CORRUGATED 

PRINTING IN A SINGLE PASS.

Your customers want smarter, high-quality boxes that can be personalised and 

produced in smaller runs. Now you can deliver all that in a single pass. Print directly 

onto corrugated board with the EFI Nozomi C18000 digital LED inkjet corrugated 

printer. Personalise runs from one to infinity at high margins, boost productivity,  

and lower energy costs. It’s all part of the EFI smart box system. 

 

Learn more at nozomi.efi.com

EFITM Nozomi C18000
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Roland DG Corporation will be at Fespa (A5-H10), showcasing

new and exciting solutions. This will include new TrueVIS

VG2 series printer/cutters and new VersaUV LEF2-200 UV-

LED benchtop flatbed printer. 

The VersaUV LEF2-200 is the latest addition to the VersaUV LEF

family and inherits the ability to print amazing graphics and life like

textures, including premium finishes such as simulated embossing,

onto a vast array of rigid and flexible materials up to 100 mm thick.

In addition, this new model offers an array of new enhancements

that make the LEF2-200 even easier and more efficient to use, on

top of its already strong market reputation.

Likely to appeal to promotional print companies, retailers, 

screen and pad printers, sign shops, commercial printers, product

manufacturers, industrial businesses and designers, the LEF2-200

can print onto virtually any surface, with typical applications

ranging from customised promotional goods, gifts, souvenirs,

stationery, electronics, awards, signs, packaging, industrial items

and prototypes.

‘The VersaUV LEF2-200 makes it very simple to print premium

quality photographs, graphics and text on almost anything,’ said

Kohei Tanabe, president of Roland DG’s Digital Printing Business

Division. Its Eco-UV ink cures instantly on the surface of the

material, so that it is possible to print directly onto PVC and

plastics, canvas, wood, leather, fabric, etc. Plus, alongside full

colour printing, you can also produce premium gloss and matt

finishes as well as simulated 3D embossing for amazingly lifelike

textures with multiple layers of clear ink. It is capable of printing 

on corners and curves as well as soft materials such as leather and

fabric. Simply put, the advanced Roland Eco-UV ink formulations are

designed for both flexibility and beautiful imaging.’ 

The new LEF2-200 incorporates a host of advanced functions to

simplify high quality printing. A Start Timer Function completes the

set up procedures of printhead cleaning and white ink circulation

automatically by your designated start time – even getting it ready

for when you arrive at the office or workshop. A positioning jig

makes it easy to align items on the print table. Plus, the VersaUV

LEF2-200 includes the latest VersaWorks 6 RIP software, featuring

an intuitive interface for easy operation and job management. The

LEF2-200 also adopts a new cleaning system to increase reliability.

Plus, a Head Refresh Feature removes any ink remaining on 

the printheads and cleans the printhead surface to maintain the

health of the printer. An airtight cover protects operators from

UV light and prevents dust from settling onto the surface of

materials while printing. 

Gillian Montanaro, head of marketing, Roland DG EMEA, com-

mented: ‘We are really excited to bring to Fespa some of our very

latest technology innovations, shaped and developed by the needs

of the market and our customers. Our solutions give print profes-

sionals a winning edge in what is a competitive market, enabling

them to capitalise on unlimited opportunities. Our theme at Fespa,

‘What Matters To You Inspires What We Do’, reflects our commit-

ment and approach to truly customer focused product development,

delivering the very best technology which our users can put their

trust in.’

New Roland DG Ver  



   rsaUV LEF2-200
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Also on the Fespa stand will be the Texart RT-640M multi-function textile sublimation printer.
Following its preview at Fespa in 2018, this groundbreaking addition to the popular Texart dye sublimation range will be in

action. The RT-640M makes it possible to print directly onto polyester based fabrics and onto dye sublimation transfer paper
with the same device, using the same ink and RIP. 

Delivering an excellent price-performance ratio, the RT-640M’s direct printing capabilities make it ideal for businesses that
want to print double sided items, such as flags and banners, and it offers textile print suppliers a truly versatile digital dye
sublimation print solution. Sign makers, promotional goods companies, and apparel and interior décor suppliers can all
deliver agilely across a wide range of applications. 

You can also discover a world of high value product customisation with the compact and user friendly LD-80 laser
decorator. Add text, logos and graphics in a variety of metallic and holographic foils for premium, on-demand personalisation
of off the shelf gifts, and products including fountain pens, smart phone covers, stationery and cosmetic accessories.
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Fespa Global Expo (Munich 14 to 17 May 2019) provides a

great opportunity to see new products. But, it is also a

brilliant time to ignite new ideas and find inspiration not

only around the stands but at the many seminars, workshops

and events that are taking place at the show.

At this year’s exhibition, textiles and direct to garment, print 

on-demand are high on the agenda.

The Print Make Wear fast fashion factory feature at Fespa Global

Expo 2019 has doubled in size compared with its launch in 2018 –

in response to positive visitor feedback.

The feature was introduced at the flagship Fespa event in

Berlin in 2018 to meet the needs of visitors interested in the

opportunities in printed fashion textiles and garments. Taking

the form of a live production environment, Print Make Wear

addresses every step in the garment production process. This

begins with planning, design and pre-press, progressing to

printing, drying, cutting, sewing, welding and embellishment

and finishing with packing and retail display.

A perfect catwalk
At Fespa 2019 the expanded feature will allow more space to

showcase an even more comprehensive range of garment pri-

nting technology solutions and consumables, as well as incorp-

orating a staged area for presentations and debates and a

catwalk for fashion shows. The visitor experience will also be

enhanced with two separate guided tours, one with a focus on

direct to garment production and the other tailored to visitors

interested in roll to roll production.

The technologies showcased within Print Make Wear 2019 will

include direct to garment digital and screen printing presses with

both automatic and manual presses printing on water based inks,

the roll to roll digital technologies will include dye sublimation as

well as other textile print technologies, with the support of brands

including Adobe, Adelco, EFI, HP, Mimaki, Vastex MagnaColours,

Easiway and Premier Textiles. 

The garments produced and modelled within Print Make Wear

will carry a striking series of exclusive designs on the theme of

Keeping up with
the fashion
Keeping up with
the fashion
Textiles will be taking centre stage at Fespa, with a number of inspirational idea
gathering opportunities. We find out more.
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‘Elements’, with the tagline ‘Inspired by Nature – Powered by Print’,

which have been created specifically for Fespa by photographer

and illustrator Jasper Goodall. The organisation is also working

with young fashion designer Aminah Hamzaoui, who is collab-

orating on the design of the garments being produced using the

roll to roll technologies. 

Fespa head of events Duncan MacOwan commented, ‘Year after

year, independent market insights and visitor feedback reinforce

the rising levels of interest in textile printing, while our own census

in 2018 indicated that sports apparel and fast fashion are two of

the most dynamic growth applications in our community. Visitor

response to the first Print Make Wear feature last year was extre-

mely positive, with more than 2000 visitors taking part in our expert

guided tours.’ 

He continued, ‘By increasing the floor space dedicated to this

feature in Munich we can accommodate visitors more comfortably,

enrich the overall experience and elevate the educational content.

We are confident that, whatever their level of knowledge or inves-

tment in garment printing, visitors to Print Make Wear 2019 in

Munich will leave with a deeper understanding of the opportunities

to optimise production, improve sustainability and boost profitability.’

Don't just wear it
Print Make Wear complements Printeriors 2019, which will showcase

both interior and exterior décor applications.

Printeriors forms part of the visitor experience at Fespa, showcasing

the many benefits and opportunities of using print for interior décor.

Similar to last year's feature, Printeriors 2019 will take the form of an

interactive visitor experience, located in the east entrance of Messe

Munich, demonstrating a host of interior décor applications,

such as wallpaper, lightboxes, soft furnishings including curtains

and cushions, table tops and sideboards, window graphics and chairs.

New to Printeriors this year is an outside element, located in

the outside hospitality areas at Messe Munich that will demo-

nstrate exterior décor applications. Within this area, visitors will

be able see and interact with an array of printed exterior décor

applications including deck chairs, parasols and sustainable

outdoor signage solutions.

Here too, Fespa is working with illustrator, Jasper Goodall, on

the designs for the Printeriors applications, which will be based on

the same elements at the Print Make Wear designs.

Having one set of designs means that there will be better cohesion

and contrast between the applications printed throughout the

textile areas. 

Printeriors aims to connect brand owners, interior decorators,

designers and architects with printers and manufacturers, offering

them a showcase event to witness the possibilities of print for

interior décor. Visitors inspired by the applications within Printeriors

will be able to speak with the exhibitors on the show floor who can

help turn interior décor ideas into reality.

Duncan commented, ‘Over the last few years, led by the develo-

pments in digital print technology, print has been transforming the

way designers and architects work. Last year we decided to change

the focus of Printeriors to an interactive feature, located in the

entrance of Fespa Global Print Expo, which proved popular with

both visitors and exhibitors and we are hoping that by doing the

same this year, it will make it easy for all visitors to Fespa Global

Print Expo 2019 to experience.

‘The extension of Printeriors to include an outdoor area allows

us to display a comprehensive range of applications, and where

visitors will be able to experience Printeriors outside while taking a

break from the show floor.’
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Textile printing and direct to garment is hot! And, one of the

innovators at the forefront of this market is Kornit Digital.

The company has been busy this year launching several

new technologies onto the direct to garment/fabric market. 

The company not only develops, manufactures and markets

industrial digital printing technologies for the garment, apparel

and textile industries, but delivers complete solutions, including

digital printing systems, inks, consumables, software and after

sales support. 

With its immense experience in the direct to garment market,

Kornit also offers a new approach to the roll to roll textile printing

industry: digital print with a single ink set onto multiple types of

fabric with no additional finishing processes. 

It is therefore no surprise that the company’s latest innovation 

is once game changing!

Revolutionary technology
Kornit Digital has recently announced the revolutionary NeoPoly

Technology, which is the industry’s first digital, industrial process 

for high quality printing on polyester.

Polyester is the second largest category in the overall t-shirt

market, it is key in the sport segment, and is growing in the

‘athleisure’ and functional apparel segments. Currently polyester 

is printed predominantly by analogue solutions, which creates

major technological, cost and sustainability challenges.  

The NeoPoly Technology addresses these challenges with a new

process and ink set implemented in the renowned Kornit NeoPigment

process. The company’s new process handles polyester applications

without compromising on design, run size, substrate or labour.

The breakthrough technological innovation is achieved by an

innovative ink set and a physical and chemical process specifically

developed for low temperature curing, and polyester enhancing

functionalities developed to maintain fabric characteristics and

provide superior fastness. This innovative process prevents dye

migration on polyester. The inks are Oeko-Tex and Eco-Passport

certified and do not contain PVCs or other toxic ingredients.

Breaking through
the boundaries
Breaking through
the boundaries
Kornit Digital is reinventing industrial polyester printing with breakthrough innova-
tion and technology. We find out more.

‘Kornit continually works to break tech-
nology boundaries, so that our customers
can innovate and open new markets and
new business opportunities.’
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The first system equipped with the NeoPoly Technology 

is the new Kornit Avalanche Poly Pro, a member of the

company’s reliable, highly productive industrial platform. 

The single step Poly Pro is the perfect system for the industry,

enabling easy and cost effective short runs and on-demand

printing on polyester garments.

New opportunities
One of Kornit’s first customers to embrace the NeoPoly Technology

is DTG2Go, which works in the direct to garment printing and

fulfilment marketplace.

‘With our business serving the discerning activewear and

performance apparel markets, we see increasing demand

for personalised, decorated polyester garments,’ comm-

ented Deborah H Merrill, Delta Apparel’s CFO and president,

Delta Group. ‘We are excited about the new opportunities 

the Avalanche Poly Pro creates for our business. Through

DTG2Go, we can now deliver individualised and small run

prints on a variety of polyester fabric types at the quality

levels our customers demand.’

Omer Kulka, Kornit’s vice president of marketing and

product strategy, commented: ‘Kornit is on a mission to

reinvent the garment and textile printing industry with 

game changing technologies for growing market segments.

We continually work to break technology boundaries, so 

that our customers can innovate and open new markets and

new business opportunities, while being more operationally

efficient. The new NeoPoly Technology is further proof of 

this innovation and reinvention mission.’

Kornit Digital has also just announced the introduction of the new Presto, an industrial single step solution for direct to fabric
printing. The Kornit Presto solution eliminates the need for pre and post treatment of fabric and allows for high quality
printing on an extraordinarily broad variety of fabric types and applications. 

The Kornit Presto does not consume water in the printing process, making it an environmentally friendly solution available
for direct to fabric textile printing.

The new printer comes with the NeoPigment Robusto pigment based ink, which provides above industry standard wash
and rub results and exceptional colour fastness across a wide fabric and application range. Robusto enjoys faster physical
and chemical bonding characteristics, enabling a significantly shorter curing time, while providing quality and a wide
colour gamut. 

The Presto solution suits a wide range of business and application needs in a variety of industry segments, including the 
on-demand fashion and home décor markets. It is a highly productive solution, available in multiple configurations and able 
to print 450 square metres per hour.

Gart Davis, CEO at Spoonflower, the web based service for custom, on-demand fabric and design creation and a long time
Kornit customer, commented: ‘We were thrilled to be able to test the new system and found the Presto to be in a class by
itself; it prints beautifully on all kinds of fabrics, in a single step, with an environmentally friendly dry process, and now at 
a multiple of productivity. Our partnership with Kornit continues to be fundamental to our mission to make custom fabric
accessible to designers, creative individuals and small businesses all over the world. We can’t wait to get going.’

Kerry King, senior vice president of research and development at Spoonflower, added: ‘The unique integration of the 
pre-treatment step into the printing process enables a level of efficiency that is key to our web to print business.’

The new Presto will be officially launched and commercially released at ITMA Barcelona (June 20 to 26, 2019), but initial
orders for the system have already been received.

‘Kornit is on a mission to reinvent the 
garment and textile printing industry with
game changing technologies for growing
market segments.’
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Whilst 3D models are awe inspiring, and clever manipulation of AR makes people take notice, there is still plenty of dynamism

in doing it in a more traditional way. Getting a message across, or making something appear what it is not, or enhancing a

design – through print.

Very tasty 
Following its attendance at Papergraphics training and know-

ledge share events, Digital Space has completed its first

successful installation of Digimura 2.1 wallcovering at the

Heathrow Marriott Hotel.

Digital Space, a digital print company based in Maidenhead,

carried out this print and installation project at the Heathrow

Marriot hotel in its new Chef’s table room using Papergraphics’

Digimura 2.1 Façade wallcovering.

Executive chef at the Heathrow Marriott, Paul Quinn, developed

the design concept and provided the photography to create an

engaging and completely bespoke wallcovering design.

The Digital Space team, Alan and Sasha Edwards, printed the

designs on an Epson S80600 as well as installing the wallcovering

for the hotel chain. Whilst working with Paul on the design, Alan

made the suggestion to pick out the spot colour features in the black and white photography, really lifting the images and overall effect.

Having attended one of Papergraphics’ Wallcovering Application Training courses in September 2018, this was the first of several

installations that Digital Space has undertaken. This project in particular presented a few challenges, especially in terms of the awkward

spaces the wallcovering needed to cover.

Paul and the Marriott have both expressed how delighted they are with the finished result – a real feast for the eyes that absolutely sets

off the Chef’s table experience the hotel offers – guests are able to enjoy a fabulous meal while watching the culinary creations in action

through the purpose built wall hatch.

Digital wallcoverings are a new area for Digital Space, which has been operating within the large format signage, exhibition and vehicle

wrap industry for over 20 years. Alan and Sasha both said they were excited by the new opportunities that the digitally printed interiors

market poses for their business, and have since booked more projects, with several others in the pipeline.

Alan commented, ‘Papergraphics has given us so much support in helping us get to grips with this new area for our business. We are

really grateful to Barry Dellow, application training specialist at Papergraphics, for all his advice and encouragement. The training was

superb and we are really excited about getting more wallcovering projects in now.’

Eye catching 
Super wide format applications can lead to some interesting projects which produce i        
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Going quirky
Leicester based Full Square printed and installed quirky designs by Newenglish Design

on Papergraphics’ Décortex 1.1 roller blinds for Nottingham City Council's new Strelley

Road library.

The team at Full Square worked in collaboration with local design team, Newenglish

Design, who offered Nottingham City Council an exciting and engaging way to lift

its Strelley Road library interior, recently opened in December 2018. Part of a new

development, the council wanted to create a ‘modern adaptable facility’ and was over

the moon with the finished results.

Having introduced Full Square to the concept of wallcoverings (and the Digimura range) several years previously, Papergraphics

presented its new Décortex range of window blind material as a harm-onious concept to complement the existing interiors offering. The

Décortex printable roller blind fabric range, offers designers and creatives new possibilities to expand beyond wall décor; creating exciting

and interesting graphic designs for interiors utilising window spaces too.

Agreeing she could see this as a potential new market, Full Square owner Claire

McFadden seized the bull by the horns and began promoting the concept to several

designers and specifiers in the local area. Newenglish Design took up the idea and

implemented some clever photographic designs to complement the colourful way

finder signage and contemporary look and feel it wanted to create for the new

library in Nottingham.

‘My design thinking was to turn the idea of a library as a rather uninspiring

space on its head. I wanted to make the library a true community hub that is

vibrant interesting and a place for everyone to enjoy and would want to spend

time in,’ explained creative director Carl Bebbington of Newenglish Design. ‘In

the first week of opening the queues of people wanting to join the library stretched from front to back. The public response to the

new library has been incredible, they love it as do the staff who work there.’

‘The fire rating for this material, as well as the superior layflat quality and the natural textile appearance of the blind material sets

Décortex apart from anything else that we have come across for interior window decoration,’ said Claire at Full Square. ‘The help and

support given by Papergraphics has also made this a really straightforward but exciting addition to our product and service offering.’

While Décortex is a wipeable product, the project manager for Nottingham City Council was all too conscious of the potential for

marks and scuffs to appear on the product with this being installed in a public space.

Full Square highlighted what it saw as positive ‘green’ credentials of this solution. ‘We explained that due to the quality of the

components, it means that if the blind material did become damaged beyond day to day cleaning, (or even if they wanted to change

the graphics in the future), we could simply print fresh material and replace

it, still reusing all of the other components. Nottingham City Council really

liked this, and now has a sleek, engaging set of blinds to complement its

new library interior, which also happened to be great quality and functional.

A win all round.’

Full Square has also implemented the new window blind concept in the

prestigious new head office of a luxury car club as well; using large scale

classic car images to create a high end look. While its focus is on the

business to business car market, Full Square has also received interest in the

blinds for domestic use, which it has offered with a colour matching service,

as well as customisable design options through a purpose built web page.

 g excitement
            nteresting outcomes. We look at some great examples.
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Today, 3D printing can bring to life everything from
spacecraft parts to toys, from incredible innovations 
in the medical world to promotional gifts – and pretty

much everything in-between.
With this intrigue into what 3D can do, and the ease of use of

the technology, it is often assumed that getting your project to
print is easy too. However, unless you have the right computer
savvy knowledge, you could fall foul at the first hurdle if you
can’t produce your own files from scratch.

To get around this there are options: you can for instance,
download form the internet a selection of ready designed files –
but you are limited by what other people have created and it
may not fit what you want to produce.

There is also the option of scanning. This has proved very
useful as it means you can pretty much take anything and scan
it in and prepare you project for printing. Yet, these scanners

can be expensive, or not high quality enough. Now however,
Scan Dimension has launched a new easy to use and cost
effective scanner that opens up 3D to even more people than
ever before.

Scan Dimension is a developer of 3D scanners, imaging, and
realisation technology. Its latest product is Sol, which it is
aiming at the everyday maker, technology enthusiast, and
hobbyists, but the scanner produces professional grade 3D
scans so is of equal use to engineers, designers, or professional
users who want a more simple, cost effective option.
Immediately available, Sol promises accuracy, is portable, and
affordable. This 3D scanner creates detailed, precise 3D models
of scanned objects. The Sol viewer application allows users to
export and share the model in many standard formats.

‘We created the Sol scanner to make 3D scanning approach-
`able for everyone,’ commented Graham Tinn, CEO of Global

Scanning for life
The increasing popularity of 3D printing is seeing more people using the technology
than ever before. Yet unless you have the right knowledge, sometimes your project
can take a nose dive before you even get to the printing stage.



Scanning A/S, parent company of Scan Dimension. ‘Before,

creating 3D models was challenging if an individual was not

skilled in complex 3D modelling software. Sol empowers

anyone to unleash their

creativity and 

explore the infinite

possibilities of 3D

technology actualisation.’

Sol provides significant value for 3D

technology enthusiasts. It eliminates

three important hurdles to 3D scanning:

complex calibration, time consuming

software manipulation, and

manual mesh alignment. 

Makers at

Hammerspace

Community Workshop in

Kansas City, Missouri, and Make Salt

Lake makerspace in Salt Lake City,

Utah, tested Sol and were delighted

by the results, going so far as to say:

‘Sol is a great 3D scanner that easily

competes with multi-thousand dollar scanners

that we have here at the makerspace.’ This

according to David Dalton at  Community

Workshop, which is home to 

an awesome community

of makers, crafters 

and inventors.

How does Sol work?
The Scan Dimension engineering

team focused on developing an

incredibly easy to use scanner. To start

a scan, users simply place an object on a

turntable, cover it with the included tent,

and press a button – the laser, camera,

and software do the rest.

Sol notifies users of next steps with

sounds or text messages. 

It features near and far mode

scanning, and supports the

following dimensions and

maximum weight: 

• For near mode scanning, an

object up to 100 mm in diameter 

and 100 mm tall.

• For far mode scanning, an object up to 

170 mm in diameter and 170 mm tall.

• Maximum scannable weight is 2kg.

The scanner delivers file in standard file formats such as obj, ply,

stl, dae and xyz which can be imported and used by a number

of 3D software products.

According to Scan Dimension, most 3D printing requires a stl

file which then runs through a utility called a ‘slicer’ to convert

stl file into G-Code, which is the most common language that

3D printers understand. The slicer code literally chops the 3D

model into thousands of flat 2D layers and provides G-Code

instruction to the printer.  

The printer control software then communicates with the

printer firmware to produce the printed output of your model.

Sol requires PC Windows 10 or Mac OS X 10.13 (High Sierra).

Hardware requirements include a 64-bit processor with dual

core RAM, 5 GB hard disk space or higher, OpenGL 3.3+

compatible graphics card, 1024 x 768 pixel display or higher, 

2 USB 2.0 ports available.

The package includes the hardware, software, tent, cover,

cables, cleaning cloth, and a sample object to scan in order to

produce precise 3D scans. 

You can find out more, and buy a Sol 3D scanner through

www.scandimension.com
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http://www.scandimension.com/
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T
he number of production ready Additive Manufacturing

(AM) platforms that ship each year will increase more than

10 times by 2030, as the technology’s use in structural and

mission critical commercial applications comes to fruition. Accord-

ing to a new report published by ABI Research, a market foresight

advisory firm providing strategic guidance on the most compelling

transformative technologies, these systems will produce more than

US$360 billion worth of parts and end products each year and

nearly US$2 trillion in sum by the end of the next decade.

‘Additive manufacturing is moving from the prototype to the

production market in a big way,’ explained Ryan Martin, principal

analyst at ABI Research. ‘A new set of technologies is breaking out

to create net shape parts in a variety of build platform sizes that

significantly broaden the overall scope of applications where AM

can compete, and ultimately win. The integration of digital and

physical production systems will accompany the hybrid manufact-

uring models that follow for higher degrees of automation and

just in time, on-demand delivery.’

Even more dimensions
Although ‘3D printing’ has been around for more than 30 years

in specialised applications, the latest round of innovation is an

entirely different breed, and serve more market sectors than

ever before.

Specialist AM original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) like 3D

Systems, EOS, and Stratasys are still in the mix and have primarily

led the charge due to their market tenure and resulting credibility,

but there are also a number of emerging players, such as Carbon,

Desktop Metal, Digital Alloys, and Markforged that need to be

taken just as seriously. ExOne, GE Additive, and HP (which plans to

start shipping its Metal Jet production system in 2020) are another

tier in the middle, but breakout growth across aerospace and

defense (including commercial aviation), automotive, consumer

goods, and machinery (including tooling) makes it anyone’s game.

The automotive industry represents the largest opportunity

globally with US$148 billion in additive manufacturing product

value forecasted for 2030, but it is closely followed by the

machinery markets, and these figures differ from country to

country. The United States currently leads the world in terms 

of AM product value but will be passed by China in 2029 under

present conditions.

‘Additive manufacturing brings production closer to the

places where products are sold and used. For suppliers, this

means the ability to better dictate the priority, timeliness,

and process that best fits their manufacturing needs,’

concluded Ryan.

The findings mentioned above are from ABI Research’s

Additive Manufacturing Market Tracker market data report.

You can find out more at www.abiresearch.com

From prototype to production
Addi�ve Manufacturing (AM) systems will produce US$2 trillion worth of parts and end

products by 2030, according to new research from ABI. 

The latest research supports ABI’s Additive Manufacturing

competitive assessment, which ranks the top players in

the industry. Here, Stratasys scored highest in the overall

category of implementation and topped four of the 12

ranking criteria. It was closely followed by 3D Systems,

Desktop Metal, and GE Additive in the overall rankings.

Newcomer Desktop Metal took the top spot in innovation.

The Additive Manufacturing Platform Ranking compet-

itive assessment ranked 10 major vendors – 3D Systems,

Carbon, Desktop Metal, Digital Alloys, EOS, ExOne, 

GE Additive, HP, Renishaw, and Stratasys – using ABI

Research’s proven, unbiased innovation/implementation

criteria framework. Each vendor was analysed on a

combination of AM technology process, material

science, software, process and application adaptability,

GTM, revenue and bookings, availability, customer

references, partnerships, cost, and channel strategy.

Desktop Metal was the surprise frontrunner among

companies to more recently enter the AM arena, edging

out incumbents like GE Additive and EOS on the powder

bed side and dusting ExOne and HP in terms of perfor-

mance on binder jetting. ‘Desktop Metal was the tech-

nology category leader but could be challenged in the

long run if GE Additive and others can cultivate a credible

metal binder jetting solution. Others to watch are

Carbon, which recently launched its L1 production

system, and Digital Alloys, which has a savvy GTM

strategy that aligns well with the strength of its Joule

Printing technology,’ Ryan Martin said.

IP.

http://www.abiresearch.com/
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W
eerg is a very interesting company that is at the

leading edge of innovation. 

An Italian company based in Gardigiano, it hosts 

an online platform offering CNC machining and 3D printing

dedicated to different industrial sectors, providing users

with all the advantages of an e-commerce service at

www.weerg.com

Created in 2015 by Matteo Rigamonti,

already known as an innovator,

having founded one of the very

first business to business web to

print e-commerce companies in

Pixartprinting in 1994, Weerg is

continuing its impressive growth.

Growing market
In a fast turnaround world, where

one off printing is required, and with

many more orders being received daily,

the Weerg production site has to be well

organised with high levels of automation and as such it

uses only the latest machinery to ensure maximum quality.

After the recent purchase of six Hermle machines, the company 

is now marking the world's largest installation of HP Jet Fusion 4210

printers for 3D printing. In this case, it is also an unprecedented

agreement that envisages not only the doubling of the existing

machine fleet with the arrival of three new, latest generation Jet

Fusion 4210 systems, but also the technological upgrade of the 

three existing 4200 printers already in operation in the Gardigiano

headquarters – an

investment of some 

€3 million.

This new printing solution, designed specifically for industrial

scale 3D production environments, has been designed, on HP's

express statement, to significantly reduce overall operating costs,

increase capacity for production volumes and raise the breakeven

a even point compared to injection moulding

produc-tion for large scale 3D production at

110,000 units. It also offers the lowest

piece cost in the industry: up to 65%

less than other 3D printing methods.

In addition to this massive expansion

of the production department, there is

the implementation of new software

for process automation that includes

a constantly updated ERP system

that allows daily management of

the processing of thousands of

pieces, and a nesting software with

the exclusive option which allows the

‘match’ on all the available builds in

order to further optimise the loads

during processing.

Industry 4.0
Cutting edge technology choices define Weerg as a model of

Industry 4.0, where production is examined and processed by

monitors and operator intervention is reduced to a minimum.

Everything is orchestrated by what happens online, on the 

e-commerce platform, where today more than 10,000 requests

for estimates are received – this  converts into a daily average 

of 150 orders. Weerg plans to double this number thanks to 

new installations. 

‘The capacity of the first three printers was already saturated and

the current demand is already sufficient to fully cover the production

capacity of all six machines,’ explained Matteo Rigamonti. ‘To boost

production, we have renewed our trust in HP, since it is, in our

opinion, the only technology currently capable of ensuring

industrial performance, which has so far enabled us to

fully meet the needs of our customers. Moreover, the

announced arrival of new materials, recently antici-

pated by the introduction of the loaded glass that

supports the PA 12 nylon, will allow us to further

increase the reference panel, finally allowing us 

to face many still latent professional needs.’

This enthusiasm also shared also by HP and

Davide Ferrulli, HP Italy's enterprise sales

New world record for Weerg
Weerg is celebrating after achieving a world first – the largest installation of HP Jet

Fusion 4210 systems.

http://www.weerg.com/
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manager 3D printing,

who led the negotia-

tions with Weerg.

Currently, 90% of

the orders comes

from operators in 

this sector or from

companies that are already

operating in this field but don't

have the HP technology for which

Weerg operates as a subcontractor. 

The remaining 10% of orders come from enthusiastic amateurs

who are interested in what 3D can do – because the programs 

to draw in 3D are user friendly, they are easily accessible even 

to non-professionals.

Fast time to market
Due to the production capacity of 

HP printers, Weerg is able to offer a

distinctive and efficient service for 

the rapid prototyping of a single

project, but also for the production 

of print runs of up to 5000 pieces, with

competitive costs and excellent quality. 

Traditionally, many of these products would have been produced

using a die casting method, but here it is time consuming and costly

as moulds need to be made. With Weerg’s offer however, everything

is digital, and the simplicity of use of the plat-form, the free

estimate in real time and guaranteed delivery times in three, five or

nine days, changes the face of 3D.

To support the growth process, and  to ensure best customer serv-

ice, Weerg is also increasing its employees to manage the current fleet

and guarantee 24 hour a day, seven days a week production. 

In addition to the six HP Jet Fusion 4210 systems, the Weerg fleet

includes a battery of 10 Hermle C42Us with five continuous axes for

CNC machining, from which derives some 75% of the current revenue.

‘To boost production, we have renewed our trust in HP, since it is, in our opinion, the only technology currently capable of
ensuring industrial performance.’

Matteo Rigamonti, founder of Weerg.

IP.
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A massive impact
Massivit’s customers are well known for bringing innovative projects to life.
Here, we look at some of the latest.

Massivit 3D Printing Technologies provides large format

3D printing solutions for visual communication. The

company’s solutions enable super size advertising,

promotional and other marketing oriented 3D printed sign and

display projects, and are ideal when a campaign really needs to

stand out.

Big appeal
A recent application where Massivit and its customers really

showed how 3D could stand out was as part of the International

Cartoon Festival of Angoulême.

Métropole, a French based specialist in event management,

digital printing, and large format 3D printing, produced five life
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sized characters using its Massivit 3D printer – to the delight of

commuters and festival goers. 

Thanks to its outstadning printing speed of up to 35 cm per

hour and its two printheads, the Massivit 1800 3D printer has

enabled Métropole to meet the extremely tight deadlines set 

by the festival organisers.

Franck Bondoux, the festival’s president, explained: ‘Only the

Massivit 3D printer, deployed by Métropole, could have pulled off

this feat in terms of turnaround time. 

‘Our life size statues were ready on-site on the opening day of

the festival, creating just the wow effect we had been aiming for.’

Métropole testifies to the capability of Massivit 3D printers to

produce large format 3D objects at great speed. ‘It took less than

four weeks work – 80 hours of printing, plus 200 hours of assembly,

sculpting and painting – to create the five comics characters

displayed at Angoulême station,’ said Denise Zanet, associate

director at Métropole, who is thrilled with the buzz and delight the

statues have sparked at the station.

Up close and personal
The statues were placed at Angoulême station – the world’s comic

book capital and the destination of many festival goers and comic

fans. ‘These life size characters at the train station create a real

sense of complicity for travellers. The statues have an ultra realistic

finish, totally bringing them to life. Comic fans find themselves

immersed in a playful, joyous and comforting world,’ Franck

Bondoux added. 

Comics characters brought to life as statues have always held

great appeal. ‘Comic fans love getting up close and personal

with their favourite characters. This creates a strong bond both

for children and the young at heart, who reconnect with their

childhood emotions. No doubt lots of selfies with our statues

will show up on social media,’ Franck concluded.

Blake and Mortimer, Spirou and Seccotine, as well as ‘Le Fauve’

– the festival's mascot and trophy for competing authors – will

continue to wow travellers at Angoulême station for a long time

to come.

A home run 
Another recent application saw Korean fashion brand F&F turning

to Printhpole’s 3D printing expertise to produce a stunning point 

of purchase display for MLB that knocked the competition out of

the park. 

The Korean industrial equipment trading company and total

finishing solutions provider created a larger than life baseball

player on its Massivit 1800 3D printer. The figure, measuring 2.6

metres high and weighing 10.5 kg, exemplifies how retailers can

provide a more entertaining and engaging shopping experience 

by connecting consumers to their passions. It took just 13 hours 

to print and was finished in Candy Paint.

Previously, F&F worked with a conventional mannequin provider
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who recommended large format 3D printing

as a way to meet its very tight deadline.

F&F was delighted the timeframe was

adhered to and that a high quality finish

was achieved in time to incorporate their specific design and colour requirements.

The space planning team at F&F stated: ‘It is the first time we have worked with Massivit 3D

printing and the result is far better than we expected. We loved the high quality and how this

technology supported design and finishing flexibility. Also, we were very happy to be able to meet

the project’s very tight time schedule. We look forward to having more projects with Printhpole

and Massivit 3D printing in our other stores and brand advertisement related jobs.’

In March, Massivit expanded the functionality of the Massivit 1800 Pro offering new features including a groundbreaking,
patented Variable Resolution capability, as well as new advancements to optimise durability and resolution, and remote
options to significantly enhance operation efficiency and convenience.

Designed to maximise production cost effectiveness, quality and flexibility, the Massivit 1800 Pro will be showcased at
Fespa Global Print Expo in Munich, (May 14 to 17).

The patented Variable Resolution capability can be predefined via the printer’s Massivit Smart Pro software to allow a
change of print mode (resolution level and layer thickness) on the fly during the printing of a model, according to the varying
requirements of different model section. In addition, a new Mega Quality resolution mode allows for faster, high quality
printing of large objects, optimising gel consumption and printing time. These two new features enable an even more cost
effective production process.

An all new, remote operation capability has been developed allowing users to operate the printer and monitor printing
progress remotely via a tablet, as well as directly contact Massivit 3D’s responsive customer support and service team 
if needed. 

Uptime is maximised by simple, automated maintenance procedures that are triggered according to collected data, as well
as customisable priorities for preventative maintenance.

Designed to serve the visual communication, entertainment, concept prototyping, and interior design sectors, the Massivit
1800 Pro 3D printer produces super sized, captivating signage, displays, and props at high speed, high resolution, and with
perfect repeatability.

This new addition joins the Massivit 1800 flagship 3D printer and the Massivit 1500 Exploration 3D printer in a portfolio
developed to support users as they expand their business into new markets with high quality 3D printing capabilities.

‘The Massivit 1800 Pro is the next generation of large format 3D printers with enhanced efficiency, flexibility and control,’
stated Amir Veresh, vice president of marketing and business development. ‘Its all new Mega Quality mode, Variable
Resolution capability, and remote monitoring offer cost effective and reliable production and repeatability.’
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Mimaki Europe has launched the new Mimaki 3DFF-222 3D printer, a product co-branded with Sindoh, a manufacturer of 3D

printers and multi-function printers based in South Korea. The Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) solution has been developed

as an in-house design and production tool, ideal for parts such as jigs used in direct to shape printing and tools for producing

three-dimensional signage, but it can also be used for other 3D applications.

Commercially available now, the 3DFF-222 system prints in PLA material. Using easy to load filament cartridges it prints parts up to 210

x 200 x 195 mm (w x d x h), and offers remote monitoring of each print job through a Mimaki app. The new platform joins the 3DUJ-553

in the company’s portfolio of 3D printers, to which it has applied the expertise from its long heritage in the graphic arts. Consequently,

both systems offer enduring reliability and have technical support and customer service in place across the globe.

‘Flexibility and ease of use are key features of the new desktop 3D printer. It has been developed so that you can have it sitting in your

office without disruption,’ stated Bert Benckhuysen, senior product manager at Mimaki Europe. ‘The 3D printer also complements our

sign and display printers seamlessly. The 3DFF-222 is capable of inexpensively producing customised print jigs, which can be used to

stabilise print quality when printing on flatbed direct to shape UV-LED printers from our UJF Series.

‘Sign and display printers can also benefit with time and cost savings through efficient in-house manufacturing of eye catching colourful

indoor signs and channel letters, which are 3D printed first and then decorated using Mimaki’s UV printers in LD mode, allowing high

quality print on three-dimensional objects.’

Mimaki 3DFF-222: a new   

‘Flexibility and ease of use 
are key features of the new
desktop 3D printer. It has
been developed so that you
can have it sitting in your 
office without disruption’
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What you need to know...
• Printing method: Fused Filament Fabrication.
• Single nozzle (0.4 mm).
• Maximum modelling size (w x d x h): 210 x 200 x 195 mm.
• Layering pitch: 0.05 to 0.40 mm.
• Modelling speed: 0 to 200 mm per second.
• Automatic filament supply to nozzle.
• GUI: Five inch full touch screen.
• Dimensions: (w x d x h): 421 x 433 x 439 mm; weight 16 kg.

     desktop 3D printer
How can it help my business?
1. The 3DFF-222 3D printer is a perfect complement to industrial promotional print devices such as Mimaki’s flatbed UV-LED
printers such as the UJF-MkII Series that allow the production of a whole range of promotional products such as keyrings,
golf balls, pens, phone cases and more. The 3DFF-222 is ideal to produce jigs to hold these products ready for printing, or
to produce moulds for vacuum moulding.

2. The printer is also ideal for applications such as 3D printed signs and channel letters.
3. The 3DFF-222 3D printer promises ease of use. Filaments are loaded quickly in a cartridge form, doing away with tiresome
threading and the time consuming process of passing filament through tiny holes.

4. After use, auto filament cutting also helps to save time.
5. For perfect modelling, a 3D printer must have a solid, flat and reliable horizontal bed/table. The 3DFF-222 automatically
measures the horizontal error of the table and gives instructions to the monitor to maintain a horizontal position. 
This allows for the constant horizontal level of the table and enables stable formation.

6. Through a mobile app, users can remotely monitor the progress of jobs on the machine.
7. Some 3D printers can be noisy and distracting. The 3DFF-222 comes with a motor driver with superior performance helps
to reduce the noise level to 45dB (almost the same level in a museum) during 3D moulding.
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Good things come in small packages 
Setting the stage for a small format transformation in 3D printing, Stratasys has launched the new F120 3D printer, which is powering the next

generation of designers, engineers, and educators with easy to use, industrial grade additive manufacturing technology. As the newest member

of the F123 Series of FDM printers, the F120 brings industrial 3D printing to the masses – backed by simple controls, remote self monitoring,

exclusive 3D printing hardware, and extremely high levels of reliability and repeatability.

The F120 makes it simple even for the novice to get started with 3D printing in the design studio, office or education environments. 

Whilst some desktop 3D printers struggle to produce reliable and accurate parts, the F120 is designed to create high quality FDM models

time after time. Streamlined plug and print functionality removes complexity from typical workflow processes with a user friendly touchscreen

interface and GrabCAD Print workflow.

Allowing for multiple uses in a single system, the F120

can support everything from rapid prototyping and

tooling to full manufacturing. With an ability to print up

to three times faster than competitive solutions and

tested for 24 hours a day, seven days a week perform-

ance, large filament boxes allow for up to 250 hours of

uninterrupted printing. Virtually any customer can benefit

immediately from the 3D printer’s ease of use, high level

accuracy, and hands free soluble support.

‘For more than three decades, Stratasys has set the

standard for performance, reliability and accuracy in

industrial level 3D printing technology. Some of the

largest names in automotive, aerospace, and healthcare

count on us to deliver repeatable and accurate 3D prints

for both prototypes and end use parts,’ said Omer

Krieger, executive vice president products, Stratasys. 

‘The F120 3D printer introduces this cutting edge technology to even the most basic users, transcending many entry level machines. Never

before has it been this easy to put 3D printing to work for everyone – from students preparing for industry to the smallest design studio, through

full scale prototyping departments putting tools at designers’ fingertips.’

The F120 is backed by 1200 hours of testing of the most important print performance attributes – including part robustness, accuracy, and

how well the printed part matches the CAD file. Incorporating the benefits of larger systems, the F120 printer can 3D print complex, innovative

designs with confidence.

Omer continued, ‘While many analysts report the entry level 3D printing segment has grown significantly, we note organisations struggle with

building production level models on the first or second try – at the reliability and repeatability of high end systems. This puts smaller designers

and academic institutions at a significant disadvantage. The Stratasys F120 printer meets the needs of customers, providing engineering and

design groups with highly productive part printing – whether they are across the hall or around the globe.’

Going into the big league 
Making disruptive moves in larger formats comes with the launch of the new V650 Flex stereolithography 3D printer from Stratasys. This is the

company’s entry into the stereolithography segment. 

This offering combines the power of a large scale system with a configurable environment for fine tuning across a broad range of resins –

giving customers greater accuracy, choice, and lower costs in 3D printed prototype and part development. 

Backed by a partnership with DSM, a global, purpose led, science based company in nutrition, health and sustainable living, customers have

the freedom to capitalise on the quality and high performance of Somos stereolithography resins with the V650 Flex 3D printer. Available from

From small to large
Stratasys spans the whole gamut of 3D print, from small to large. Now, with its latest
launches, it offers even more options for professional applications.



Stratasys and backed by years of extensive utilisation at its service bureau, Stratasys Direct Manufacturing, DSM Somos verified resins enable

customers to produce with confidence – high quality, durable parts that meet requirements of a wide range of applications. 

‘While stereolithography is one of the original 3D printing processes – mainly used to create master patterns or large concept models quickly

and accurately – customers have been challenged by restricted systems that can’t be configured and materials at a high cost per part,’ said

Omer. ‘The V650 Flex is the result of customer demand around the world wanting a better solution – fully configurable to match the specific

application and use case. The solution is truly one of the first large scale systems for creating reliable, high quality parts across design concepts,

validation, investment casting, tooling, and injection moulding.’

With a build volume of 50.8 cm wide, by 50.8 cm depth, by 58.4 cm in height, and interchangeable vats, the V650 Flex printer has reliability

built-in, with runtime of over 75,000 hours and more than 150,000 parts produced inside Stratasys Direct Manufacturing. The V650 Flex puts the

power of verified resins and a configurable system to work – helping customers produce extremely durable, highly complex and accurate parts.

‘From the high performance demands of automotive and aerospace industries to the durability and flexibility requirements of consumer

goods, customers worldwide rely on Somos materials to create the highest performing additive manufacturing prototypes and tools,’ said Hugo

da Silva, vice president of Additive Manufacturing at DSM. ‘Stratasys’ entrance into the stereolithography segment is really a game changer for

the industry. Our collaboration allows customers to have greater access and flexibility for development of durable and reliable prototypes and

tooling using stereolithography 3D printing.’

The open vat configuration of the V650 Flex stereolithography printer comes with recipes for DSM Somos resins commercially available

directly from Stratasys – including:

Somos Element: The antimony free stereolithography resin, specifically designed for producing strong, stable investment casting patterns with

fine feature detail and very low residual burnout ash. 

Somos Next: The resin that provides the accuracy of stereolithography with the look, feel and performance of a thermoplastic.

Somos Perform: A material of choice for applications that require strong, stiff, high temperature resistant parts, such as tooling and wind

tunnel testing.

Somos Watershed XC 11122: A clear solution for designers looking for ABS and PBT like properties for stereolithography – producing highly

detailed, dimensionally stable, optically clear parts with water resistance. 

‘The Stratasys on-demand network of service personnel and resellers is designed to enable customers to achieve much more through

stereolithography than they have in the past. The fact that the V650 Flex printer is configurable and the resins already verified allows end users

to reach design precision previously unavailable in yesterday’s stereolithography solutions,’ concluded Omer.
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Keeping history alive
Earlier this year, we were interested to hear of an unusual use for

3D, which blended the latest technology with cultural heritage.

Underscoring the power of realism in 3D printed models, Stratasys

and Google Arts and Culture announced that they were to re-imagine

some of the world’s most cherished artefacts and historical monum-

ents through additive manufacturing. Backed by advanced colour

and multi-material functionality of the Stratasys J750 3D printer,

historians can now re-create these items digitally and physically –

raising both awareness and accessibility of ancient history.

As part of the Open Heritage Project, this collaboration allo-

wed the recreation of historical pieces with multi-material and

multi-colour 3D printed prototypes. With 3D printing, these

remains can be more effectively preserved and shared – with

files available for download around the world. The result is

enhanced accessibility, in-depth understanding, and enriched

appreciation of centuries old cultures.

‘The project was to explore physically making these artefacts in

an effort to get people hooked and excited about seeing pieces 

in a museum or research context. That is when we turned to 3D

printing,’ said Bryan Allen, design technologist at Google. ‘With

the new wave of 3D printed materials now available, we are able 

to deliver better colours, higher finish, and more robust mechanical

properties – getting much closer to realistic prototypes and final

products right off the machines.’

One of the major initiatives for Google Arts and Culture is 

restoration of rare plaster casts initially discovered by A P Maudslay

during the late 1800s in Guatemala. For more than 100 years, these

relics were housed across storage facilities in the British Museum.

By leveraging 3D laser scanners to virtually reassemble each, desig-

ners successfully reconstructed these items in physical form with

Stratasys 3D printing – later allowing representations to be

easily viewed by a wider audience online. 

You can access the models at artsandculture.google.com/

project/cyark

Last thoughts...

And, finally...
Did you know that inkjet printing of textiles is one of the

fastest growing segments within digital print.

The market forecast, according to SmithersPira, is an

increase to a total value of €4.90 billion by 2023, and

consumption of over 4.07 billion m².

We like this idea

Developed by Global Graphics Software, PrintFlat is a new

screening software that mitigates banding in inkjet output.

www.printflat.com uses PrintFlat technology to generate

a customised calibration that will mitigate the banding that

occurs when a printbar is first built and also as inkjet heads

begin to wear or are replaced. Users of the service simply

upload a scan of the print bar to the website via their user

account, and PrintFlat works behind the scenes to gene-

rate a correction that can be applied directly to the press

by the ScreenPro screening engine. 

Martin Bailey, chief technology officer at Global Graphics

Software, said: ‘PrintFlat.com introduces a step by step

process for calibrating an inkjet press. It can work with any

press that has the ScreenPro engine installed. That means

that any press vendor and their customers can benefit

because ScreenPro can be applied to any print industry

workflow, either to a press that is already on the market,

or one that is still on the drawing board. It can be used

with any RIP software and any combination of inks, subs-

trates, printheads and electronics.

‘So just as you would apply colour management to your

press, now vendors and their customers have a process for

applying calibration that mitigates reduces non-uniformity

across the web, which can be difficult and expensive to

correct mechanically.’

http://www.printflat.com/
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